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Registered Contractors To
Gais informing them of the
meeting and informing
Form Association? them
also
that
a

While there appears to be a marked reluctance
on the part of these involved to give even the
most basic details of the situation to date,
B News can report that the registered domestic
tractors in the Dublin region have met at
I st once to formulate prop-osals for the
establish-ment of a representative body to serve
their cause.
It's been an open secret for
some months now that
relations between Dublin
Gas (or Bord Gais as
Dublin is now also known)
and
some
of
the
contractors are not what
they should be.
Consequently. it's no great
surprise
that
the
contractors have met to

discuss the matter with a
view to taking some
positive action to remedy
the problem.
Arising out of a meeting on
15 May last - which was
attended by approximately
45
people
in . all
representing nearly 40
different companies - a
letter was sent to Bord

Committee was to be
elected to represent that
body of contractors.
The letter went on further
to deal with the "high level
of dissatisfaction around
different aspects of our
industry" and the "energy
and time being given to
individual grievances".
However. the letter was
positive and constructive
in tone. indicating that the
intention was to "improve
the image of our industry
and particularly our
relationship with Bord
Gais. resulting in increased
customer satisfaction and
an upsurge in the sale of
gas, to our mutual benefit".
The letter sent to Bord
Gais was dated 16 May.
the day after the general
meeting,
and
was
accompanied by a listing of
the "Committee" members
and a full list of those who
had attended the meeting.
How many meetings there
have been since then could
not be ascertained as we
went
to
press.
A
spokesman for the group
said emphatically that
there had only been one
but BSNews spoke to a
number of people on the
same day who told us they
attended two.

• If there Is anyone person who epitomises all that CIBSE/MEBSCA
Nuremore entails. it has to be Paddy Clonon. See page 9.
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Whether the grouping will
be formally adopted as an
association remains to be
seen. However. names
such as the Association of
Registered Contractors and
the
Association
of
Registered Installers have
been discussed.

• Joe curUs has been appointed
Production Manager with Wavin.
He has been with the company
for 28 years and was preViously
Fittings Manager. He also had
responsibility for export sales.

BARLOWNow The Real
BaH'le Begins
While the strike settlement at
Barlo is most welcome and an
obvious boost to both the
company and the community
at large in Clonmel, the real
battle
has
only
just
commenced.
Barlo has lost considerable
ground' in the last few months
and is now faced with the
major task of trying to restore
confidence and credibility in
the brand.
.
Production has already been
resumed. the intention being to
introduce a phased build-up of
the operation with a view to
product becoming available
sometime in July or early
August.
Despite the damage caused by
the strike. one can only
assume that management
/worker relations are now on a
much better footing and that
the company can look forward
with confidence to the future.
Aidan Barlo is naturally
pleased that the matter has
finally been resolved. He told
BSNews "I'm delighted to be
r~suming operations and look
forward to re-establishing
Barlo's position in the Irish
market".
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The new Mitsubishi Electric Ceiling Cassettes.
Mitsubishi Electric makes air conditioning
systems that the world looks up to.
The latest ceiling cassettes are extremely
quiet, remarkably compact and they offer an
exceptional specification for the price.
They protrude by only 25mm into the room.
And many important features that are normally
charged as extra are included as standard.

friendly charge-less refrigerant
systems can be installed
up to 50 metres away. And
today's advanced Mitsubishi
microprocessor technology
allows the command of up

r

UP TO
50

METRES

1
to 50 units from one
remote control location.
Besides ceiling
cassettes, we have many
other air conditioners and heat pumps such as
floor standing, wall and ceiling mounted that are
just as innovative.
For full details contact Mistubishi Electric.
"'_

Our ceiling cassettes offer 4-way directional
control. Outdoor heat pump units with environment

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7M999
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland, Industrial Division, western Industrial Estate,
Naas Road, Dublin 12. TeI: (01) 505007 Fax: (01) 507343.

• MITSUBISHI
;'ELECTRIC
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READERSHIP
DATA
Irish Buidling Services News (formerly
Irish H&V News) is Ireland's only Building
Services magazine providing coverage of

the heating. ventilating. air conditiOning.
refrigeration. sanitaryware. plumbing.
intenance
and
environmental
stries. It is the only publication
ca ering exclusively for these industries
and its circulation includes members of
the following:
The Institute of Consulting Engineers:
The Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers; The Institute of
Domestic Heating Engineers; The Energy
Managers' Association; The Institute of
Energy; The Institute of Plumbing; The
Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Mechanical Engineering
& Building Services
Contracting
Association; The lIish Builders' Providers
Association; The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland; Small
Housebulders' Association; Maintenance
Managers' Association.
In addition. Irish Building Services News
circulates to Independent building
services contractors and key executives in
Industry. Government. Semi-State and
local authority bodies. Essentially. our
circulation is virtually saturation coverage
of all those with an Interest and/or
involvement in the industry.
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• Group pictured at Royal Dublin prior to commencement oJ the G T Phelan golf clinic and
outing in May. See page 23.
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Maior Expansion At Heating Distributors
Shay Kieman of Heating
Distributors has embarked
on a major expansionary
phase with the
introduction of quite a
number of new products,
specifically targeted to suit
designated market sectors
and thereby giving him one
of the most comprehensive
product portfolios in the
marketplace.

and allows for much
greater flexibility in the
positioning of the boiler.
Additionally, the
performance of balanced
flue boilers is less affected
by high wind conditions
and as they are completely
room sealed there is no
possibility of fumes coming
from the boiler into the
living area.

Leading the charge is the
new range of TRO balanced
flue oil boilers from
Trianco.
Developed from TRO MKII
oil boilers, these new
balanced flue boilers are
an important addition to
the Trianco product range
and represent a genuine
step forward in oil-fired
boiler technology, being
clean burning and highly
efficient. In addition,
Trianco's reputation for
premium quality is
maintained as they are
manufactured to BS5750
Quality Assurance
Standard.

The range and versatility
doesn't end there. TRO
balanced flue oil boilers are

TOP PANEL WITH THERMAl
INSUATlON
FIR!: SIGHTING GlASS

Outputs range from 80kW
to 117kW (275,000 to
400,000 Btu/h.
Both are fired by the latest
fully-automatic oil or gas
fired forced draught
burners and include all the
necessary combustion
control and safety features.
Other additions from
Trianco include the TRO oil
frred combination boiler
range and the oil frred
Centrajet 13/17 wall hung,
room sealed pressure j
unit.

\

DUAl
THERMOSTAT
CAnED EllHER SIDE)

The use of a balanced flue
provides greater flexibility
for siting of the boiler as
the need for a chimney is
no longer a limiting factor.
And as the boiler conforms
to the standard height of
built-in kitchen units, it
will blend into any kitchen
environment.
Unlike conventional flue
appliances which need a
chimney and draw in air
for combustion from inside
the room, balanced flue
boilers are completely
room sealed.

SIDE PANEL
WITH THERMAl
I SUATlON

BUILDING SERVICES NEWS, JUNE

FRONT PANEL
WITH THERMAl
INSUATlON

RED lOCK-OUT
RE-SET BUTTON

WARNING:

FORCED DRAUGHT
OIl OR GAS BURNER

SWITCH OfF MAINS SUPPLY
BEFORl: AnEMPTlNG
ADJJSTMENT

• One oJ the TTianco TRO oil/gas commercial boilers
recently unveiled by Heating Distributors.

1990

Finally from Trianco is an
extension of the choice
offered by the TRO Mk2
range which is now
available in two extra
models with outputs of
125,000 - 154,000 Btu
and 170,000 - 249,000
Btu respectively.
Also new from Heating
Distributors is the
Aquadart Hydroflo shower
system.
It has no electrics or

OllUNE
OR GAS
CONTROL TRAIN

Unlike some balanced flue
boilers which rely on
sealing the joints in the
outer casing to achieve
their room sealed
performance, Trianco
Installed against a suitable
boilers have a duct system
outside wall, they draw air
which takes air for
for (ombustion through a
combustion, direct from
specially designed flue
the flue terminal to the
terminal fitted through the
burner and expels flue
wall and discharge flue
gases by the same method.
gases out through the
As a result, the room
same terminal.
sealed performance is
maintained even when the
casing door is open, for
Therefore, this system
access to the boiler
allows boilers to be
controls or for servicing
installed in homes without
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
adjustments.
a conventional chimney
DOI: 10.21427/D7M999
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Available in a range of
outputs to suit heating
requirements, from 41,000
to 110,000 Btu/h (l2kW to
32kW) , these new compact
and slimline boilers are
capable of heating
anything from a small
bungalow to a large house.

also available in rugged,
well insulated boilerhouse
models, specially designed
for installation in a garage
or outhouse. The
boilerhouse models have
the same output and flue
options as the white cased
kitchen models.
Also new from Trianco is
the new TRO commercial
oil and gas fired boiler
range. Models have been
specifically designed for
smaller commercial
installations, a choice of
two being available - TRO
80/95 and TR0102/117.

pumps and works by using
cold water mains pressure
to pull through the supply
of hot water. Hot and c
water is then mixed.
The cold water mains
pressure can be as low as
15psi with a zero head of
hot water, yet the Hydroflo
system will deliver a
generous flow without the
need for a pump. Because
normal water pressure is
used, it means that only
plumbing connections to
the hot and cold water
supplies are needed for
installation.
The Hydroflo is simple to
operate, with just two
easy-to-grip controls - one
to switch on and off, and
the other to dial the
temperature.
It is available in white

trimmed in either grey or
gold.

4
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Amalgamation

of ISIA
and SAl
• Pictured at the
amalgamation oJ the
Irish Security
Industry Association
(ISIA) and the
Security Association
oJIreland (SAl) are
(l.ejt to right): Michael
Fenton. President,
Irish Security
Industry
ociation; Eddie
nson. Chairman.
Electro-Technical
Council oJ Ireland;
and Alan Crinnion.
Vice-President. Irish
Security Industry
Association.

OIL

\

I

.1

ROBALANCED
FLUE OIL BOIL'ERS

• Door on kitchen model
can be hinged left or right
and opened within width of
boiler,
• A true balanced flue boiler. Reliable operation. even
under high wind conditions.
with a direct connection
• Quiet combustion system.
between the burner and
Flue pipe surrounded by
outside air source.
• The variety of balanced
vitreous enamelled air duct
flue kits available provides
and flue gas discharge
many options for boiler
through the Trianco
patented flue Terminal
positioning.
• Boilerhouse models for
Silencer.
garage or outhouse
• Optional plug in
installation.
programmer.
• Draughts eliminated as no • ImprOVed efficiency due to
~J....L..-JlJ;;;~~i:J...,.~....J..-vents are required in the
incoming air being preheated
:;~ •. ".. ."
walls for combustion air.
before combustion.

I Heating Distributors Ltd.

I

145-147 Richmond Road, Dublin 3. Te/: 375144-5. Fax: 370531.
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Mechelec 190 - Serving
Those Who Serve
Mechelec '90 - the
electrotechnical,
heating, ventilating and
air conditioning
equipment show held in
the Burlington Hotel,
Dublin last month proved once again that
the key to successful
participation in such an
event lies in maximising
the potential
opportunities it
presents.
BSNews spoke to a

cross-section of those
who took part in
Mechelec and found
that, in the main, most
were well pleased with
the response. However,
what was more apparent
was that some did
exceptionally well.
In common with the
experience of most
present-day trade
shows, the numbers
attending on each day
varied considerably, the
second day - and
especially the evening
session - proving the
most beneficial.
Visitor numbers were
not unusually high but,

then again, many
exhibitors expressed the
view that this suited
them even more in that
they had time to attend
to those who did turn
up.
There were over 80
companies/brands
represented at the
exhibition, most of
whom were there to get
the general message of
the services and
products they had to
offer across to existing
and potentially-new
customers.
The message of new and
improved total packages
- covering
product/service
combinations - were as
common as new product
launches, as indeed
were the introduction of
some new company
names and one name
change.
The consensus of
opinion at the close of
the show was one of
satisfaction, with those
who "worked" their
respective stands
undoubtedly faring best.

End to Cash Flow Problems?
A new accounts service
has been developed by
Dun and Bradstreet for
small businesses.
Launched by Stubbs
Recievable Management
Services, the system is
specifically designed to
meet the needs of the
self-employed who have
domestic rather than
commercial debtors.

block of four forms invoice, reminder
statement, second
reminder and then a
demand which advises
that the account may go
the Dun and Bradstreet
for collection if not paid.

The user fills in the
customer name and
invoice details on the
top sheet, which is
automaticaly copied
onto the other three
It
is
an
invoicing
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
forms.
system, consisting of a
DOI: 10.21427/D7M999
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As part of an internal

re-organisation
programme to allow for
continued expansion,
Mitsubishi Electric has
appointed David Ross
General Manager of its
Electronic and
Industrial Division.
Previously Manager of
the Electronic Division
he joined the company'
five years ago and was
responsible for the
introduction and
development of
Mitsubishi's
telecommunciations and

personal computers
business in Ireland. He
is an Engineering
graduate of Trintiy
College, Dublin, and a
member of the Institute
of Engineers of Irelan
Mitsubishi's Electronic
& Industrial Divison
markets a wide range of
products including
facsimile machines,
cellular phones,
security equipment, air
conditioners,
switchgear, inverters
and personal
computers.

Appointment
Apex Fire has announced the appointment of Alex
Wadkin as Chairman of the Company.
Mr 'Yadkin joined Apex Fire in1976. He is a past

ChaIrman of the Fire Industry Association of
Ireland and a member of the Institute of Fire
Prevention Officers.
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CONTROLS AND INDICATORS FOR YOUR EVERY NEED

Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters
Available from

~.,,,, "#~.

~o

~

~4"C co·

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1990

. . "N~'H,eRI•• 4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.

~

V. ~

LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES

5l

. . . Tel: 01-522355/522229. Telex: 93388. Fax: 516919.
10 Knockbracken Park, Belf8st BT60HL
Tel: 0232·491966. Telex:· 93388. Fax: 0232-491275
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ENGINEERING
MARKETING
Control
Equipment
Specialists

CONTROLLI
FOR SMART CONTROLS

_NEWS
IDHE News
To mark this, their Silver
Jubilee Year, the IDHE
recently held a dinner in
the Gresham Hotel, Dublin
for members and invited
guests and business
associates.
A total of 170 turned out in
all to enjoy a beautiful
meal with entertainment
afterwards which lasted
well into the hours of the
morning.
Main sponsor for the
evening was Dublin Gas
with C & F and Heatovent
also giving Significant
support in the form of wine
sponsorship for the
occasion.
Additionally, there were
approximately another 30
sponsors whose support by
way of making spot prizes
available throughout the
proceedings made it all the
more enjoyable.
A few weeks later saw the
more serious matter of the
IDHE Annual General
Meeting.

Full sales and service of
Controlli electronic control
equipment and Robertshaw
pneumatic control equipment
from:-

The occasion was
something of a landmark
in that Harry Pattison
announced that pressing
business commitments
prohibited him from going
forward for re-election as
Chairman.

Harry has served in the
post for nine years and in
various other capacities for
perhaps longer than he
cares to remember.
However, he is not lost to
the IDHE. He will serve on
the Executive Council and
in that way continue to
lend his invaluable support
to the Institute's activities.
The AGM itself was a
constructive affair, desp'
the relatively poor turno

~

Officers elected for the
forthcoming session were
as follows:Chairman - Joe Noone
Secretary - Paul Fox
Joint TreasurersMichael Melligan and
Katriona McTernan
PRO - Charlie Billings
Committee - Anne Mullin;
Sean Lawless; Pat Murray;
Frank Bodkin; and Jimmy
Farrell
A new position - that of
Development Officer - has
also been created, the
intention being to
incorporate the educati
officer's duties into that
role. As yet no one has
been appointed to the post.

ENGINEERING
MARKETING
Control
Equipment
Specialists
Golden Hill, Manor Kilbride,
Co. Wicklow.
Telephone: 582333

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7M999
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• Paul Fox, IDHE Secretary with Jimmy Farrell and Kevin
Battams of Dublin Gas; Vincent Duffy, IDHE; and Barbara FarreU.
Barbara won a beautijid silver canteen of cutlery which Jimmy
FarreU is seen here presenting to her.

8
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DiHerential Pressure Transmitter
The popular Series 604
two-wire transmitter now
meets requirements for
ingress protection to IP 54
rust-protected/ splashed
water). Proper seal is
achieved with cables from
0.10"-0.25" (2.6-6.3 mm).
An extra benefit is the
strain relief protection this
feature adds.

kPa. With re-ranging they
can operate from a low
0.10" WIC. (25Pa) up to 20"
(5.0
kPa).
All
W.c.
withstand continuous
system pressure to 30 psig
(206 KPa).
Power supply requirement
is 12-35 VDC with the twowire 4-20 mA output signal

limited
at
38
mA
maximum. Ambient temperature range is 20 to
120"F (-7 to 49"C).
Details from:
Manotherm Ltd,
4 Walldnstown Road,
Dublin 12.
Tel: (01) 522355;
Fax: (01) 516919.

With its small size (only 23/16" diameter) and
lightweight filled nylon
case - combined with +2%
span accuracy - this
.ce is well suited for a
of
control
v riety
application in GEM and
HVAC fields. For use with
air
or
other
noncombustible, non-corrosive
gases, the Series 604
transmitter converts low
differential pressures into
a standard 4-20 mA output
signal. Three factorycalibrated models offer • The Dwyer Series 604 dUferential pressure transmitter from
ranges to 0.5, 0.2 and 10" Manotherm is now available with a liquid-tight cable gland entry
WIC. or 125, 500 and 2.5 fitting·

ISO 9000

Get
switched
on ...

ISO 900

to

H. Collins
new
name ...
NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL
WHOLESALERS
Make a note of it
for all your
electrical
accessories.
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL
WHOLESALERS
HEAD OFFICE
New Wapping St., D. 1.
Tel: (01) 748201
Fax: (01) 748144

BRANCHES

BALLYMOUNT
Unit3B
Sun bury Ind. Est.,
Ballymount Rd. Lr., D. 12.
Tel: (01) 552400
Fax: (01) 552366

STlLLORGAN
• Dermot Murphy having received aframed certificate marking Chesterton's ISO 9000 awardfor the
enitre production plant of Clonshaugh, Dublin 17. He is pictured with Minister for Science and
Technology, Michael Smith, T.D., Mary Melia, Quality Assurance Manager, Chesterton and Tom
QUinn ofNSAI.
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Unit 26
Stillorgan Ind. Pk., D. 18.
Tel: (01) 952526
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So what's

new?

The electroforetic paint
finish, plus the latest
technology in convector
fin-heat output!
Combining this with Veha's
reputation for service,
value, design and the
widest range of radiators
available - that's why
. Kingspan Veha is
recognised as the Irish _
manufacturer of quality
radiators in the home, the
office and industry.

I

Kil,4sDaI'

A KINGSPAN COMPANY

The Kingspan Veha Radiator

Vcl,a

Produced to the highest standards in one
of Europe's most modern plants.

The Murrough,
Wicklow, Ireland

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7M999

LIMITED

Tel: (0404) 67278
Tlx: 80351
Fax: (0404) 67731
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CIBSE/MEBSCA Nuremore Conference

Nuren10re - Undoubtedly
THE Event in The Building
Services Calendar
Once again last month's CIBSE!
MEBSCA Nuremore Conference proved
that it is undoubtedly THE event in the
building services calendar.
Michael Curley, Eamonn McGrattan,
Dave Egan, et aI, all deserve full credit
for the time and effort they put into the
weekend prior to the commencement of
Conference and, even more so, for
restricting their own participation in
the social side to ensure the smooth
running and full enjoYment of
proceedings for the other delegates.

~
CIBSE

Once again, a capacity
turnout ensured that
unique Nuremore "buzz",
the generous contribution
of the sponsors
guaranteeing the success
of the weekend.

Overall winner of the
Novices was Pat Curran
with Tony Mullins, Dave
Egan and Danny McRory
taking second, third and
fourth places respectively.

Proceedings began on the
FIiday with the Mercury
Engineering sponsored 9hole, 5-club stableford
competition which was
open to both handicap
golfers and novices.

The Golfers section was
won by Lany Kane, the
placings from second to
sixth going to Oliver Reddy,
Leo O'Kane, B. Keaveny,
Joe Hogan and Paul
O'Regan respectively.

• Michael McDonagh, MEBSCA with Mi.chael Buckley. CIBSE;
Frank Lynch, LynJar Co. Ltd.; and Denis Walshe. GrundJos. Mr
Lynch won a ft.ue night break in the Parknasilla. courtesy
GrundJos.

• Bernard Costelloe who won the BSS Snooker Competition.
pictured with Michael McDonagh, MEBSCA; Brendan Stack. BSS:
and Dave Egan. who had the mammoth task oJrunning the event.

• Michael McDonagh. MEBSCA with Frank Somers. BTU
President; and Michael Buckley. CIBSE.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1990

Weekend Sponsors
Masterair Products; Coolair; Dan
Chambers; Runtalrad; Davies; Walker
Airconditioning; Quadrant Engineers;
WHo Engineering; Precision Electric
Ireland; Grundfos Ireland; Mer£ury
Engineering; BSS Ireland; Kingspan Veha;
Philips Ireland; Redbro; Finheat;
Killarney Plastics; Satchwell Controls;
Chromotherm Controls; Irish Building
Services; Irish Industrial Gases; Trane
Airconditioning; Glowtherm; Asea Brown
Doveri; JJ Sampson &: Son; H &: R Holfeld;
Rei Control Systems; Hevac; Mitsubishi
Irl; O'Kane Engineering; Euro Fluid
Handling; Champion Fire Defence; GEC
Distributors (Ireland); Heatovent; R R
Elliott Engineering.
BUIWING SERVICES NEWS, JUNE
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CIBSE/MEBSCA Nuremore Conference
Prizes were presented
that evening at the
opening reception which
was sponsored by
Runtalrad with dinner
wines courtesy Dan
Chambers.

Saturday morning kicked
off bright and early with
the Wilo/Finheat
combination 18-hole
singles stableford
competition, a 9-hole
handicap for the novices
being included.

2nd: Frank Somers; 3rd:

On-course refreshments
were provided by Quadrant
Engineers with the apregolf bar sponsored by
Coolair.

With its special rules this
is always a very enjoyable
affair with novices and
golfers alike joining forces
to maximum effect.

Later that evening there
was a champagne
reception sponsored by
Walker Air Conditioning,
followed by dinner with the
wine courtesy Satchwell
Controls.

The winners were as
follows:
1st: Dave McMenamin,
Kevin Fox and Don
Spollen.
2nd: Frank Benson, Ted
Bourke and Michael
Morrissey.
3rd: Jim O'Keeffe, Peter
O'Dowd and Brendan
Stack.

Thereafter there was the
Killarney Plastics gala
reception which included
the presentation of golf
prizes and the grant prize
draw.
Overall winner on the day
was Sean Crawley (HI2)
with a score of 41 points.
The other results were as
follows:
Front Nine - 1st: Michael
Morrissey; 2nd: Terry
O'Hagen.
Second Nine - 1st: Liam
Kavanagh; 2nd: Frank
Mullins.
Class 1 - 1st: Frank
Benson; 2nd: Michael
Curley; 3rd: Eamonn
McGrattan.
Class 2 - 1st: Jim
O'Keeffe; 2nd: Sean Brett;
3rd: John Littlefield.
Class 3 - 1st: F. Perkins;

• Tony Cusack, Woo and Jim King, Finheat, presenting ~nn
McGrattan with his 3rd place. Class 1 prize which he won m the
main event on the Saturday which was sponsored by
Wool Finheat.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
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Larry Kane.

Despite the very late night.
Sunday saw a capacity
field participate in the
Kingspan-Veha sponsored
3-man team scramble.

Once again an apre-golf
bar was in operation, also
courtesy Kingspan-Veha.
Lunch followed with wines
sponsored by ASEA Brown
Boveri.
The weekend came to a
close with the presentation
of the scramble prizes and
the award to the snooker
supremo in the BSS
Ireland-sponsored
knockout snooker
competition which had run
since late Friday
night/early Saturday
morning.
Bernard Costelloe emerged
triumphant with Matt
Johnston being the losing
finalist.

• Leo O'Kane, 3rd in the "Golfers' Section" of the 9-Hole (S-Club)
competition held on the Friday and sponsored by Mercury
Engineering. He is seen here receiving his prize from Jim Smith of
Mercury. Also in the picture is Michael Curley, one of the unsung
heroes of the weekend who give so unse!fishly of their time.
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Environmental friendly
products from...
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Heating products

I

Boilers, calorifiers,
Warm air heaters,
Unit heaters.

o

Air Conditioning Products

•

•

Air handling / Air conditioning unit,
Fan Coil Units, Roof Extract Fans.

25 Cookstown Industrial Estate Tallaghl. Co Dublin. Ireland
Te' (011511244 Telex 31689 COOL El Fax (011511565
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EHective Credit Control Policy

Operating An EHective
Credit Control Policy
1/

the area of credit control there are four main
information impact points:
(a) Credit approval processing
Account monitoring
(c) Credit limit revision
(d) Credit insurance

(b)

J
I1

I

I

I,

In an effort to determine the correct balance between
the amount of information reqUired and the cost of
achieving that. companies specialising in business
information present themselves as cost-effici
alternatives to an in-house approach. Thousands f
companies in Ireland are now using business
information companies and view the policy as an
extension of their credit control function. rather
than a replacement. These business information
companies provide a report which contains relevant
data on a cusomter. thereby facilitating order
processing and the overall credit control function.

1

I
.00=-

How credible an alternative are these companies in
the area of information collection and maintenance?
The answer is subjective to the users opinion on:

The extension of credit performs a fundamental and
essential function in business. Credit by definition (a) Quality
revolves around the principle of "goods/services out (b) Content
- cash in". Therefore. the effectiveness of a credit (c) Price
control policy is qUite often judged on the (d) Levels of service
achievement of cash received targets of cash-flow (e) Scope
projections. However. evaluation of a credit control
policy must take cognisance of the contribution of - Quality relates to presentation. relevanc
good payers and/ or large customers towards emphasis and a bottom line analysis which will
the decision-making process of the user. Equally
achieving their targets.
important is the age of the information being
If a company's working capital requirement is provided.
fulfilled in this manner. then a large percentage of - Content comprises some. or all. of the following:
it's customers are availing of unauthorised extension (11) Correct corporate style and headquarters
address;
of credit terms.
(11) Particulars of directors. partners. proprietor;
Taken in the context that credit terms play a vital (III) History of the concern including start-up date.
role in the determination of profit margins - and changes in structure etc;
that profit margins remain constant whether a (IV) In the case of private or public companies details
customer is large or small - the impact of this of nominal and issued capital, shareholders.
phenomenon on overall profitability becomes associate companies. directors interest in other
evident. Consequently. an effective credit control companies;
policy involves - planning. management and (V) Secured finance including the amount
outstanding at the date of the last annual return;
control.
(VI) Balance sheet and profit and loss details when
The decisions that people make both in their aVailable;
business and personal lives are based on (VII)
Activity which includes nature of business.
information. The results - positive or negative - of type of premises. nature of tenancy, number of
such decisions can be traced back to the information employees. branches; exports. development plans (if
upon which it was based. Credit control is the most any) and other details considered relevant to the
"information intensive" area in the majority of operation;
companies. Collection. storage and maintenance of (VIII) Payment analysis which includes current
this
information is a major and expensive task. In and past payment terms. level of credit. payment
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
DOI:
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EHective Credit Control Policy
terms. Also includes details of judgements and companies providing business reports approach the
subjects direct. either by mail or telephone. This
percentage imports;
process serves two distinct functions: Firstly, it
(IX) Name and address of bankers.
-Price: As in all industries prices vary from informs the company that a request for information
company to company, and vary from straighfOlward on their business has been received; Secondly, it
clearly-stated prices to complicated multiple and affords the opportunity to the company of fUrnishing
add-on pricing structures. It is important that the or declining information.
user obtains a defmitive pricing structure. However,
a full up-date report on an Irish concern can be Naturally, no company is obliged to furnish
obtained for IR£17 or less on the normal 5/10-day information but a large proportion of them do so.
service level. The price increases according to the This is a result of a greater awareness and
urgency with which the report is required.
appreciation of the role business information
- Levels of service: This essentially relates to the companies fulfill in modern business. In the past
speed with which information can be obtained. (1) companies prOViding business information were
Currrent, up to date information within 24 hours; (2) referred to as "credit agencies" and to some extent
Information within 48 hours; (3) Urgent 3/5 day still are. This caused apprehension and conjured up
service; (4) Access to computerised databases; (5) images to covert operations and clandestine
Standard 2- to 4-week service.
practices. To a large extent modern professionalism
- Scope: The services available on Irish concerns within "business information companies" has done a
also available on foreign concerns. Looking at lot to dispel this image.
t~_ adverse economic trading conditions of recent
years, from a positive angle. it focused management This professionalism must create and correct
attention on maximising the possibilities of balance of fairness to the company receiving the
converting variable costs to fixed costs. This has information and also the company upon which the
helped to reduce the frequency and incidence of information is compiled.
expenditure budget overruns in certain areas. The
proliferation of service companies specialising in
specific areas testifies to this; therefore, the practical
implementation of using "business information
companies" in the day-to-day running of a business
How do
must be viewed in this context.
Unfortuntely, due in part to the problems mentioned
earlier of obtaining clear-cut prices from some
companies. many managers find if difficult to
measure the cost-effectiveness of the exercise.
Similarly. many managers use a piecemeal approach
towards using the services of a business information
company rather than full integration into credit
control system. Consequently. a clear definition of
i.
Ivement in the credit control system is
ir erative, and adherence to it is vital in order to
achieve cost justification.

1

1

Managers' attitudes in relation to the use of
business information reports vary. Some will use
business information reports because they are
reqUired to by the terms of their credit insurance
policy; others will try and use them in an effort to
justify past decisions that have subsequently proved
erroneous. However, most managers realise future
sales growth. to large extent, rests within the
confines of their eXisting customer base. These
managers will use business information companies.
not only in facilitating expedient new business credit
approval, but also to review existing customers with
a view towards increasing business.

you reach
the top . ..

.. ·from
the outside?
UBERTYHAU

Information Compilation

Before examining the receptiveness to the concept of
the companies upon which information is collated, it
is important to outline the operation of business
information companies. Most of the larger
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1990
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Effective Credit Control Policy
Inherent in the balance is the accuracy and are made on the basis of information and this trend
"currency" of information. Therefore information will intensify.
supplied from databases which in essence are
historic (albeit subject to periodic limited review) The businesses which supply information to
does not really do justice to the current position of business information companies also have a cost
the company to which it relates.
benefit in terms of expedient credit approval. Taking
consideration of the levels of service available,
Conseqently"information" should be the key element mentioned earlier, a company, for example, could
in a decision to use a business information make a credit application to a supplier in the
company. The subject of the information must be morning, receive approval within hours and the
satisfied that if the information is furnished it will be goods subsequently shipped in the afternoon.
completely updated prior to issue on subsequent
occasion. If the information is not fully updated, Similarly, review programmes by suppliers facilitate
then neither the interests of the user or the subject upward revision of credit limits almost instantly
are being served. In the final analysis the where the customer requires additional suppliers
performance of business information companies will either on a one-off basis or on a continuing basis as
be measured against results rather than claims in a result of an increase in business. Most suppliers
promotional literature.
insure their credit and the necessity for up-to-date
information is inherent in the policies of credit
Accepting that there are two sides to the equation insurance companies.
both equally important - it is worth mentioning the
types of companies that use the service and the Consequently, suppliers update the information on
types of businesses which furnish the information. their customers on annual or bi-annual basis.
The profile of users covers all areas of business from Therefore, when a company is approached for
service, through manufactUring and distribution. information, it need not necessarily relate to a
They range in size from small companies in terms of request for a new credit line. The information is
turnover to large national and multi-national treated in the strictest confidence and clients of
concerns. Their geographical location is worldwide. business information companies are bound by
Similarly, the businesses which supply the comprehensive conditions of service relating to
information cover a broad spectrum, from the small confidentiality.
shopkeeper as manufacturers agent to the large
multi-national.
~.

Debt Collection

Why Use The Service?

Why should companies use the services of business
information companies and why should businesses
furnish information? From the users' viewpoint
consideration of the cost involved procuring similar
information in-house justifies the exercise, be it
concerned with a new order processing or on-going
evaluation.
This can be demonstrated by taking the tangible
costs, Le. cost of company search, bank reference,
telephone charges relating to trade references etc
and putting a value on the intanglible cost, Le. time
invovled in that process. For example, it could cost
in excess of IR£15 for a credit manager to obtain a
company search alone if a value is put on the time
taken to go the Companies Registry, process the
request for the search etc. Equally, if not more
important, the information is collated and presented
in a biased manner.
Proper selection and integration of the services
provided by a business information company eases
the burden of administration on busy executives,
thereby allOWing them to put this time to more
profitable use which further acts to jUstify the cost.
The impact of computerisation in the credit control
area, allied to the rapidity with which the activities
of a customer can alter, makes it essential to have
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
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Credit managers generally agree that the easiest part
of the credit cycle is credit approval. In many
instances the most difficult is the collection of cash.
Therefore, it is not uncommon to find business
information companies offering a debt collection
service. The whole area of debt recovery has become
something of a growth industry in recent years, with
specialist companies, individuals and solici
becoming actively involved. With so many dive 'e
participants both the services available and the
costs vary considerably. Notwithstanding this, some
companies do offer a no-collection no-commission
service although the benefit of this is diminished
through some companies charging a placement fee.
The effectiveness of the judicial process in soliciting
payment is negligible. Therefore, company executives
must decide either to perform the function of cash
collection in-house or farm it out. Unfortunately, it
is common practice to utilise the company sales
force as debt collectors. This is an improper
utilisation of what is probably the most expensive
resource in any company. A salesforce should sell,
that is what it is paid to do and it is the only way it
can be cost justified.
The interface between the sales department and the
credit department is obviously important, but, it is
quite often ill-defined and badly implemented.
Therefore, in the interest of overall efficiency and
profitability, careful consideration should be given
towards using a debt collection service.
16
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Effective Credit Control Policy
Unfortunately, due to the number involved in the
business, the choice of which company to use is not
an easy one. However, the choice can be simplified
through a clear statement of policy regarding what
function the debt collection service will perform and
what price it will charge for doing so.
In evaluating a debt recovery company careful
consideration should be given to integrity,
reputation, operation, and results. This can
probably best be done through requesting the names
of existing clients of the particular company, for
reference purposes. The area most difficult to
eValuate is price. Apart from concerns offering fIXed
cost legal or letter services, most companies apply
tiered percentage commission rates. These rates are
dictated by, and relate to, such considerations as,
amount of debt, age of debt, location, etc. There are
exceptions to this whereby a clear concise costing
Q
be made clearly and simply.

How They Operate
Having chosen a debt collection company what are
the typical services on offer and how do they
operate? The simplistic viewpoint on this is that the
function of the debt recovery company is to collect
debts and what they do to achieve this is irrelevant.
Of course this is not true, because the debt
collection company is acting on behalf of the their
clients and any acts of impropriety would reflect on
the client. Also, in the interest of safeguarding
cusomter goodwill, it is imperative that proper
procedures be fulfilled.

statements, etc., which may be reqUired. The general
procedure is that the debt recovery company will
make application in writing for payment. Because
the success rate of this initial approach is not high,
most companies follow up qUickly with with personal
contact. Subsequent to this action results should
become apparent. The best possible result for all
concerned is payment of the debt.
However, situations arise which require definition
and clarification. In these instances answers, advice
and proposed action defines results. Credit
managers must be careful that debts placed for
collection with a debt collection agency are not
entered into a perpetual system that may never
achieve any results. Essentially, the collection ratio
can be high provided that the service offered by the
debt collection with a debt collection agency are not
entered into a perpetual system that may never
achieve any results.
Business information companies are a fact of life in
modern commerce. The services that they provide,
which by and large are not solely confined to the two
areas outlined earlier, are increasing in significance
and importance. It is important that the business
community does not feel threatened or intimidated
by this situation. The basic realisation that the
primary function of business information companies
is to foster and develop trade should generate
confidence. Education through openness can further
illustrate the benefits to the business community at
large.

Although the concept of using an outside source for
On the credit manager's parts effecting the information is not new to Ireland, historically the
processing of debts for collection can be either operation to the companies providing this
difficult or simply. A properly-implemented system information has been shrouded in secrecy. However,
\
automatically generate debts for collection in new professionalism now exists in these companies.
ac ordance with
pre-arranged
criteria.
How do you get across . ..
Obviously, this is
the only method
which maximises
the
costeffectiveness of
using a debt
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company. It also
enhances internal
profit-orientated
aims.

The list should
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the
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I NEW PRODUCTS/LITERATURE
OIL PUMPS FROM DANFOSS

NEW FROM HEATOVENT

Danfoss has now developed a pump system that departs
from the previous standardisation of oil pump connection
possibilities.

The Vokera range of gas
boilers from heatovent
comprises two models the Mynute and the
Flowmatic.

The individual types of burners offered today are very
different in build-up. This means that components must
be' highly adaptable.
With the BFP oil pump Danfoss has accepted the
consequences and allow the burner manufacturer to
decide the outline of his oil pump.
The flexibility offered by the BFP lies in the location of
the different function connections, measuring
connections, and the solenoid value.
On the filter side Danfoss also departed from previous
systems and now offers a cartridge filter that makes it
possible to change the filter without spilling oil and
without removing the pump cover.
There are other advantages too:
Compact design Oow weight);
Pressure range can be selected - I-stage pumps;
5-15.5-20 or 5-25 bar; 2-stage pumps: up to 30 bar;
Capacities up to 700 kW;
Service-friendly;
Diaphragm regulation;
Trochoidal gear;
Slide ring gland.

The Mynute is a sealed
system, fan-assisted,
room-sealed electronic gas
boiler available in outputs
from 12.000 - 48,000 RSE.
It is a central heating unit
only.
The flowmatic, which has
a range of 20,000 - 80,000
RS and 24.000 to 96.000
RSE, is a domestic
combination boiler which
is very compact and
efficient.

Also new from heatovent is
the Grasslin range of time
controls and thermostats.
They are simple to use.
pleasing to the eye and
"most competitively"
priced.
Both the Vokera and the
Grasslin are available from
heating contractors/
merchants in your area.
Details from:
Heatovent Ltd.
Heatovent House.
Naas Road.
Dublin 12. Tel: 01508166;
Fax: 01-508501.

D171 BALL VALVES

BFP pumps will be marketed in the following basic types:
BFP with side regulation and ring filter
BFP with side regulation and cartridge filter
BFP with front regulation and cartridge filter
BFP for 2-stage burners. with cartridge filter
The BFP pump is also suitable as a replacement pump.

Full details from:

• Crane Fluid Systems' D 1 71 bronze hose union draw-off ball oo1ve with
tomperprooJ lockshield.

JJ Sampson & Son Ltd.

71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate.
Dublin 10.
Tel: (01) 268111; Fax: (01) 269334.

Crane Fluid Systems' D171
bronze ball valve range has
been extended to include a
hose union draw-off valve
fitted with a lockshield.
This new valve is intended
for applications requiring
added security in public
places such as schools.
hospitals and public
buildings.

• DanJoss BFP oil pwnps. a new range from J J
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
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Sampson.

The valves are available
with end connection
threaded to BS 21 (ISO 7)
female taper x hose union
(DI71HULS). or male taper
x hose union
(DI71MHULS). The size
range is 1/2" to 1" (15 to
25mm) .

Valves are manufactured
under a quality assurance
scheme conformed to BS
5750 Part 1 and are
individually tested for seat
and shell tightness.
Full details are contained
in a six-page colour

publication available free
on request from:
Crane Fluid Systems.
Unit 1.
Miracom Centre.
Hadleigh Road Industrial
Estate.
Hadleigh Road.
Ipswich.
Suffolk. IP2 ORB.
Tel: 030473213423;
Fax: 03 0473 213248.
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NEW PRODUCTS/LITERATURE
BOILER CLEANING
WITHOUT BACKACHE!
Scalebreaker LS3 liquid is
a specially-formulated
boiler cleaner effective on
oil, coal and even gas-fired
boilers, whether the boiler
is cold or warm.
It is simply sprayed on the
surfaces to be cleaned.
reacting instantly with an
effervescent action.
destrOying the structure
and adhesion of deposits.
Harmless gases evolve.
which penetrate deep into
the deposits. breaking and
se arating them from the
t
boiler metal, even in
cu s inaccessible to
mechanical cleaning.
Loosened residues may be
removed from the base of

the boiler with a "wet"
vacuum cleaner, or the
boiler may be briefly refired for 10 minutes to dry
out the residue for even
easier removal.
Scalebreaker LS3 may be
used on sectional and castiron boilers. fire-tube and
water-tube boilers,
economisers, and air
heaters. and is available
direct from Kamco, and
through local stockists.
Details from:
Peter McGonigle,
4 Ennafort Grove,
Raheny,
Dublin 5.
Tel: (01) 314212.

TDL 100 KIT THIN TAP
Thorsman have introduced
the first complete single-kit
solution for the installation
of the Thinnet Tap as
incorporated in the Thin
Ethemet Cabling System,
IEEE 802.3.

Details from:
Thorsman Ireland Ltd,
Industrial Estate,
Donor Road,
Drogheda, Co Louth.
Tel No: 041-36541;
Fax: 041-35127.

The kit includes a
Thorsman Data Box TDL
100. AMP Thin Tap and a
DB19 connector plate.
The Thinnet Tap,
developed jointly by Amp
and Digital. is a system of
by-pass connectors of the
bus network which allows
a series of terminals to
operate with no
disturbance to data traffic
if one or more are
disconnected for any
reason.

• Thorsmans' 7DL 100 Kit Thin

Tap.

AT&T SYSTIMAX PDS
AT&T Ireland has launched
a new SYSTIMAX 2061
PDS cable system with
20Mibt/s capacity to meet
demand from the
expanding construction
industry and DP managers
involved in the
development of intelligent
buildings.
The AT&T Systimax
Premises Distribution
S em will act as a central
ous system providing
bo a sophisticated yet
simplified cabling system
for the wide variety of
electronic and
communication systems of
modem businesses.

Designed to support Local
Area Network (LAN)
applications. the new 2061
unshielded twisted pair
has a number of
advantages:
- Operates at speeds of up
to at least 20Mbit/s;
- Very economic in costs
and space;
- Guaranteed by a world
leader for five years;
- Operates on open
architecture to cater for
future developments in
hardware.
Details from AT&T Ireland,
Corke Abbey, Bray, Co.
Wicklow. Tel: 822522.

FERNOX SOLUTIONS
Fernox have re-designed
their well-knOwn leaflet"The Professional Answer
to Central Heating
Problems".

No matter what
the access
problem, contact
Ireland's No. 1
for .. ·

The leaflet also explains
how these problems can be
eliminated or prevented
through the use of Femox
products and how each
product fits the different
circumstances and
requirements of the
householder.

This leaflet is available
free. It explains in simple
terms why corrosion
occurs in central heating
systems and why it is the
cause of many common
Copies are available
and potentially-expensive
from: Hevac Ltd, 70/72
problems such as boiler
Lower Dorset Street,
noise. cold radiators and
Dublin 1. Tel: 01-301211;
sticking pumps. qUite
Fax: 01-301990.
apart from Fuel Wastage.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1990
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ELEVATON
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ELEVATION EQUIPMENf CO. (IRELAND) LTD.
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TEL: (01) 627 2233 FAX: (01) 627 2393
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Thermo Air,
Carlow

In 1980 the company
began with 7,000 sq ft.
By 1983 this had been
extended to 10,000 sq
ft with the requirement
being 25,000 sq ft by
1985.

When Simon Kleyn came to Ireland in 1980
to establish Thermo Air Ireland Ltd he had
never set foot in the country before. Now,
10 years later, he regards it as home. His
two children were educated and continue to
live and work here while he and his wife are
also very much part of the local community
within the Carlow district where they live.

Simon Kleyn is quite
honest as to why
Ireland was chosen by
Thermo Air's parent
group in Holland as a
location for its first
overseas production

That willingness to
acknowledge and
indeed adapt to suit
his Irish environment
also permeated - and
stiU does - his
approach to business.
Hence the real key to
the success of Thermo
Air Ireland.
Simon's unique
Dutch/Irish
management style
introduced the people
of Carlow to fresh ideas
about business without
the threatening
element so often
associated with "things
foreign".
Consequently, 10 years
later, Thermo Air
Ireland has just
commenced
preliminary work on
the erection of a vast
factory complex to
house a number of
production operations
on a 14-acre site
situated immediately
across the road from
the company's present
location.
This will conclude a
development process
over the last decade
which has seen
ThermoAir
continuously outgrow
its premises because of
rapidly-expanding
production ranges and
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
• Thermo Air indirect oU and
increased output.
warm air heaters.
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Not that Simon feels
the need to jUstify
profit-taking. He is a
very straight-talking
individual of the school
of thought which
believes that, without
profit, business has no
purpose or future.
His management style
may seem a little
autocratic but that's
perhaps more his
manner. His openness
and honesty more than
compensate for his
directness.
Once again this
permeates the whole
Thermo Air operation,
right down to the
publication of the
company's 32-page,
full-colour catalogue.

• Electric motors for fans

plant. It was a taxefficient move first and
foremost, the added
advantage being that
Ireland also had a
reservoir of welleducated, Englishspeaking workers from
which to draw for
employees.
Simon concedes that
the last 10 years have
proven the wisdom of
that decision but
points out that it has
been a two-way street,
the local community
also benefitting
substantially from the
decision.
Moreover, he says that
the profits made over
the years have been reinvested in Carlow, the
proposed investment
for the new plants on
the 14-acre site
proving beyond doubt
that Thermo Air is in
Carlow for the long
term.

This contains a
comprehensive
description of the
entire product portfolio
with highly-informative
graphics, selection
charts, etc making
product choice and
selection a simple
procedure.
However, what is ve
rare for publication
this type is that it
contains an equallydetailed price list.
This catalogue is
available to all
potential purchasers
and/or end users.
There is an appointed
distributor network
throughout the country
(Thermo Air serves the
32 counties of Ireland)
but everybody is fully
aware of the
manufacturer's
recommended prices.
Most companies would
regard this as a
possible disadvantage
but Simon Kleyn sees
it as a positive factor.
Originally Thermo Air
Ireland Ltd was set up
20
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------------------as an exporting
company but now, 10
years later, more and
more of its produce is
being sold on the Irish
market. It will always
be export-oriented but
a concerted effort is
now also being made to
capture a percentage of
the home market.
Already - without an
organised marketing
drive - 30% of the
Carlow plant's output
is for home
consumption.
Approximately 35
people are employetl
directly by Thermo Air,
all of whom have
received on-site
training. Additionally,
many have spent time
in Holland at the
parent factory studying
the production
methods and
management style of
the Dutch.

Additionally, Thermo
Air has deviated into
new areas of related
involvement where its
technology and
expertise has a direct
role to play.
The most obvious
example is paint
spraying booths for the
motor industry.
A number of prototypes
are already in use

There is also a
comprehensive range
of complementary
accessories.

.. . . - ..

Thermo Air service is
the flexibility it offers
in terms of product
variation and shortterm delivery.
VVorker/management
relations are excellent,
again the openness of
the system helping to
diffuse any differences
before they become
serious bones of
contention.
Innovative work
practices have helped
create that
environment. For
instance, currently a
scheme operates which
allows for the standard
hours to be put in with
the entire plant closing
down at 2pm on Friday
afternoons, thereby
making every weekend
something of a long
weekend.

• LPHW air heater with circular
connections for application in

ceUing voids.

Originally established
to manufacture heat
exchangers, the Carlow
output now covers the
entire Thermo Air
portfolio including freearge, suspended
u
heaters for
commercial, domestic
and industrial
premises; Air curtains;
Ceiling void air
heaters; Roof extract
units with centrifugal
fans; Roof supply
units; Ventilation
units; Air handling
units; Fans centrifugal, directdriven, single and
double inlet; Electric
motors; Dampers;
Heating and cooling
coils; Heat recovery
blocks;
Speedcontrollers; and
mains isolators.

-

throughout the
country, the reaction to
date being supportive
enough to jUstify the
establishment of a .
separate factory which
will be housed in the
new complex.
The spray cabin
business has been
conceived, designed
and refmed at the
Carlow plant with
Thermo Air now
emerging - even at
this early stage - as a
key player in that
particular marketplace.
As with the entire

range of product
produced at the
factory, all raw
materials are sourced
locally, where possible.
Standard production
runs are engaged in to
ensure ex-stock
availability of all lines
but a key feature of the
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Another variation
provides for an extra
hour's input a week on
the part of operatives
which allows for an
extra seven days
holiday a year.
Latest proposal in
terms of working
practice is to have a
standard working week
of 42 hours dUring the
busy winter months
with a 4-day week
dUring the quieter
summer months in
return. This has yet to
be agreed by the
workforce.
It is this management
style which has formed
the basis of Thermo
Air's success to date.
while the worker
response has been
equally progressive to
the point where
Thermo Air has now
confidently embarked
on the new expansion
phase.

• Thermo Air fans. centrifugal,
direct driven.
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SINGLE & THREE PHASE WITH SINGLE & MULTI-SPEED
ROTATION & INVERTER CONTROLS

PRESSURISATION
SYSTEMS
FOR HOT & COLD LIQUIDS
" I

... it all adds up to the best in this business

10181

..

For the widest range of
models there's nothing to
beat the quality and
competitive prices of the
best in the business ...
INTERDAB of course!
Off-the-shelf delivery and
an after-sales-service
second-ta-none, all
add up to a 'package'
that's unequalled.

For illustrated literature
and technical
information please
post coupon now!

Exclusive agent for the Republic of Ireland.

Consolidated Pumps
Limited
KNOCKMEENAGH ROAD
NEWLANDS CROSS
CLONDALKIN
DUBLIN 22
lel: 593471 Fax: 591093

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7M999

~----------Please send comprehensive technical literature on
the INTERDAB PUMP range.

I

Name.

_

Address.

Tel. No.

_

Post Code.

_
_
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Newmarket Information, the Dun
Laoghaire based construction
information company, provides
advance information on new
construction projects nationwide
all potential leads for
contractors, sub-contractors and
suppliers.
The
company
publishes information in the
weekly CIS Report which
provides full project details,
contact names, addresses and
telephone numbers, design team
details and tendering and construction
schedules.
The
fo
ng listing is provided by
C
eport and gives a brief
description of the types of
projects covered. To obtain
information on the service
phone 01-809476/809557.

•

Also in Tallaght, Irish Tea
Merchants has been granted the
necessary planning permission to
build 1,504 sq m of warehouse
and office space at Broomhill
Road.

•

Rohan Industrial Estates will begin
work this month on tbe
construction of a new £1 million
manufacturing and warehouse
unit on the Airways Industrial
Estate, Santry, Dublin 9. The
2,300 sq m building will be ready
for occupation at the end of the
year.

•

• LEITRIM:

In Leitrim, Frese Ireland who
employ about 80 people in the
manufacture of car mirrors are
planning to expand their factory at
Park Road, Manorhamilton by
about 300 sq m.

•

•

DUBLIN:

Queenswood Ltd of Belgard
Heights in Tallaght is expected to
invest about £220,000 in the
construction of three warehouses
and manufacturing units in a
single block at Killeen Road in
lfyfermot. Planning permission
currently being sought for the
roject which is to measure about
980 sq m. The building is to be
constructed by September next.
from the Western Industrial
Estate, intends to invest £5 million
in a major new warehouse
development on BaIlymount Cross
Industrial Estate. A total of 17,710
sq m of covered space is to be
constructed. Planning permission
for the scheme is being processed
by Structural Engineers, Mark
O'Reilly and Associates and Dublin
County Council is expected to
issue a decision on the proposal
next month.

Sandoz Products (Ireland) Ltd part
of the Sandoz company which is
developing the massive new
chemical plant at Cork Harbour,
has been given the go ahead to
increase its storage space at the
dye stuff plant at Airton Road in
Tallaght. The company has
however, yet to decide when it will
actually build the 115 sq m
extension.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1990

•

•

MEATH:

Honeyclover Meats Ltd of Upper
Grand Canal Street in Dublin have
been granted planning permission
by Meath County Council to
construct a £4 million lamb
processing plant at Mullaghaboy,
Navan, County Meath. The
decision is, however, being
appealed to An Bord Pleanala by a
local Residents group and the
Board is expected to take at least
another four months to issue its
findings. The proposed plant will
measure nearly 2,700 sq m and
will provide primary and secondary
lamb processing facilities.

CAVAN:

Label manufacturers, New Era
Packaging will shortly expand their
operations in Drogheda, County
Louth. The company intends to
transfer production from the
existing Yellow Batter Road plant
to a 3,000 sq m custom built
premises on the Donore Industrial
Estate. James Elliott Construction
have been engaged to carry out the
building work and New Era expect
to move in at the end of the year.
With
the
transfer
and
reinstallation of existing plant,
together with some new machinery
to be purchased to coincide with
the move, mechanical and
electrical contracts could be
substantial.

•

CORK:

•

In Cork, Silver Pail Dairy Ltd
which employs 60 people at its
Fermoy base is planning to expand
its facilities. The company, which
specialises in the production of ice
cream, is to build new offices,
warehouse space and staff
facilities.

•

CARLOW:

In a £1 million investment
programme Thermo Air Ireland,
Ltd the Carlow based heating and
ventilation company, will expand
its StrawhaIl plant by nearly 2,700
sq m providing the company with
two factories and associated office
space. A building contractor is to
be appointed immediately planning
permission is obtained for the plan
from Carlow County CounCil.
Thermo Air have 11 acres on the
Carlow Industrial Estate.

•

•

•

MONAGHAN:

Rangeland Meats of Castleblaney
are expected to carry out some
minor extensions to their plant at
Tullynamalra, Castleblaney. The
new-construction work is to begin
in June and involves the building
of four minor single storey
extensions.

•

DONEGAL:

Flax spinners Hardmans of
Ballybofey plan to invest £3.6
million in the upgrading of their
plant and following the installation
of new machinery create an extra
85 new jobs over the next three
years bringing the workforce up to
170 people.

WEXFORD:

Wexford Quality Foods Ltd of
Dublin Road, Enniscorthy is to
spend
£750,000
on
the
construction of a new freeZing
plant at Carrickduff, Bunclody.
The 860 sq m unit is to be ready
for the strawberry season in July
next.
WATERFORD:

The dental care products
manufacturing company, Stafford
Miller, known for the manufacture
of denture fixatives toothpaste and
cleansers such as: Corega Tabs,
Sensodyne, Super Poly-Grip and
Dentu-Hold, is building a new
single storey warehouse extension
at Youghal Road, Dungarvan. The
1,800 sq m building plant is being
constructed
oy
Rohan
Construction Management Ltd.
WESTMEATH:

On the commercial front Belvedere
Leisure Ltd of Tullamore, County
Offaly is seeking planning
permission from Westmeath
County Council for a massive £85
million
mixed
commercial
development at Belvedere Estate,
Mullingar. The proposal involves
72,000 sq m of space located on
163 acres. The plans involve the
construction of an hotel, leisure
complex, conference centre and
holiday houses for 2,000. It is
understood that the owners of the
Bloomfield House Hotel are
involved in the project which is
still at a very early planning stage.

(Source. CIS REPORT)
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BTU C/ontarf Results
-

OUTING SPONSORED BY WILO -

Overall Winner:
Liam Mongey

(H/C 18)

38pts

Class 1:
First:
Second:
Third:

Joe Hogan
Bernard Sweeney
Mick Matthews

(H/C 12)
(H/C 7)
(H/C 7)

38pts.
36pts.
36pts.

Class 2:
First:
Second:
Third:

John Ennis
Peter Reynolds
Mick Melligan

(H/C 13)
(H/C 15)
(H/C 16)

38pts.
36pts.
34pts.

Class 3:
First:
Second:
Third:

Victor Madigan
Michael Murphy
Bill Penrice

(H/C 22)
(H/C 24)
(H/C 26)

33pts.
32pts.
31pts.

Front Nine:
Tony Delaney
First:
Jim Duggan
Second:

20pts.
19pts.

Back Nine:
Michael Morrissey
First:
Dennis Brown
Second:

19pts.
18pts.

Visitors:
First:
Second:
Third:

Paddy Fitzgerard
Frank QUigley
Liam Kavanagh

(H/C 19)
(H/C 23)
(H/C 11)

• Above:Tony Cusack, Sales
Manager with John Ryan,
Managing Director; wao. wao
sponsored the ClontarJ BTU
outing.
• Right Derek EUon, wao
Sales Support Engineer. He
also played Clontarj

36pts.
36pts.
33pts.

• Island Class 1: Geny Baker with Pat Keane, Runtal and BTU
Captain Sean Smith.

• Island Winner: Tony Gilten with Pat Keane oJ Runtal and Sean
Smith, BTU Captain.

• Island Back Nine, 2nd: Michael McDonagh with Pat Keane,

• Island Back Nine, 1st: Michael Wyse with Pat Keane. Runtal
and Sean Smith, BTU Captain.

Runtal and Sean Smith, BTU Captain.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
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Toshiba At Royal Dublin
Gerry Phelan scored 10 out of 10 recently with his
first foray into promotion via the gold course. Rather
than have a straightforward outing, Gerry arranged
for those invited on the day - who included
architects, consultants and major contractors - to
attend a golf clinic before the outing which was held
at Royal Dublin.
Spawell teaching pro Ciaran Monaghan did the
honours by first demonstrating the correct way to hit
various shots and then taking each of the
participants - amid a stream of banter from the
others - forward to see how well they could do.
The session lasted approximately one and a half
hours before the party then split into six three balls
and headed out on to the course.
t evening winners on the day were presented with
prizes following a meal in the club house.
Gerry Phelan hosted the entire occasion, ably
assisted by Ted Berry and Mike Lavelle, Sales
Manager and Manager, Distribution, Toshiba UK Ltd.
The event was part of a series of five within the
Toshiba camp, the others being held in England,
Scotland and Wales.

• Frank Quigley, nearest the 4th hole with Ted Berry and Gerry
Phelan.

At the meal that evening Ted Berry invited the
winner on the day - Eamonn O'Brien - to
participate in a competition in Spain with the
winners of the other events.
This will be held on 18/19/20/21 October next at Rio
Real in Spain.
Full results for the day were as follows:
er - Eamonn O'Brien; Second d - Teddy Bourke.
Front Nine Kennedy.

Garvan Evans; Back Nine -

George

Nearest the 4th hole - Frank Quigley.

• Enjoying the meal after their round are Seamus Homan,
Eamonn O'Brien and Michael McDonagh.
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• Ted Bourke. third overall, receiving his prize from Ted Berry
with Gerry Phelan in attendance.
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Joe Noone and John
Anne's contribution will
Aherne at Sovereign
assist that effort in the
Engineering must be well
future.
pleased with themselves.

One of the world's largest
companies - Rockwell
International Corporation of
New York - has just
appointed Sovereign to carry
out a design and install
project for a £40 million
extension to a client's
factory in Singapore.
The contract was won on
the strength of a similar but
much smaller contract
carned out for another
client in Dublin.
The Singapore project
embraces all engineering
facits, including positioning,
levelling and aligning
machines, together with all
the services necessary for
their operation.
These services include
chilled water, compressed
air, ink lines, oil lines,
grease lines, gas supply,
waste oil lines, chemical
lines and water treatment
systems.
Complete electrical
services are also included
in the contract.
While we are used to the
likes of the ESB and RTE
reversing the technology
flow trend, it's refreshing to
see smaller companies - I
hope your don,'t mind lads
- succeeding in the same
league.

•••
Another sign of the changed
times we live in has touched
the IDHE.
Anne Mullin take a bow.
Anne has just broken the
male preserve of the IDHE
Committee by being the first
woman to join their ranks.
Of late the IDHE has gone to
great lengths to improve its
standing within the industry
by adopting a much more
serious and professional
approach in serving the
needs of its members.
It has already been quite
successful in securing that
objective and no doubt
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
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•••
Still with the IDHE, I see
that Harry Pattison has
finally handed over the
reigns as Chairman.
Harry has occupied the post
for many years and has
steered the Institute
through some of the worst
times in the industry's
history.
He departs at a time when
the Institute has turned the
corner and is poised on the
brink of becoming a truly
representative - and
hopefully very effective vehicle for serving the needs
of the domestic sector.

• What Can I say? ... I've always
had my doubts about stag events.
Still, with three consecutive days
of golf, is it any wonder.
at
things begin to slip. See
" 9
for the full CIBSE Confer nce
Weekend Report.

He deserves every credit for
leaving it thus.

•••
I don't believe it ... here I am
just inches into my column
and golf has already reared
its head. Is there no
escaping it?
Still, Gerry Phelan - for
his first foray into such an
event - managed to change
the format somewhat.
At a select outing in Royal
Dublin Gerry employed the
services of a professional
instructor to advise and
tutor his guests before they
teed off.
Does that say something
about what Gerry saw as
the golfing prowess (or
perhaps lack ofit) of his
guests? ... I'm sure not!
Whether or which, the
instructor worked wonders
for Ted Berry of Toshiba
UK. Ted is a low handicap
golfer who was a little
surprised that he should be
advised to alter his grip
somewhat.
With nothing to lose he tried
it out and, 10 and behold,
played one of his best games
ever, scoring 41 pts.

And what of Garvan Evans?
Garvan was feeling none to
good as the day began and
his condition (some sort of
tummy bug) deteriorated as
the day wore on. In fact, he
had to make his apologies
and leave before completing
his round.
Nonetheless, he still
managed to win the 1st
Nine! What he might have
scored had he not had the
bug we'll never know.
Hope you're back to
health Garvan.

JUlJ~t\,

• ••
But now to finish on a more
serious note (not more
serious than Garvan's
health, you understand, but
more serious than golf ...
what is more serious than
golf I hear you cry?).
My apologies to Brian
Scully in Limerick. In
announcing Reconair's
appointment as
maintenance contractors for
all AlB Branch Offices last
month, I neglected to say
that the appointment
covered all the country bar
the southern part for which
Brian is responsible.
Sorry for the slip Brian.
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At Grundfos, we've introduced a new dimension
to the performance of our centrifugal pumps.
Our LMlLP single-stage pumps are designed on
the in-line principle, making them appropriate for a
thousand and one applications.
For instance, they're a natural choice for water
supply and boosting as well as
heating and air-conditioning
systems. And they're perfect
for the transfer of hot and cold
non-oleaginous liquids.
With stainless steel impellers,
shafts and shaft seals, our
LMlLP series offers extra
longevity. Moreover, the stainless steel enables us to give the
impeller a hydraulically perfect
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss5/1
shape, resulting in extra effiDOI: 10.21427/D7M999

.

c~ency and outstanding suctIOn characteristics.
There are many other
telling arguments in favor of
our LMlLPin-line centrifugal
pumps. Just contact us for
further details - we think
you'll be quickly convinced.
Founded in 1945 in Denmark, Grundfos today has production, sales and seroice facilities worldwide. The company
manufactures a wide rnnge ofpumps for heating systems,
industrial applications, irrigation plants, and urban and
rurnl water supply.
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Grundfos (Ireland) Umited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Ind. Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Tel: (01) 954926. Telex: 90544. Fax: 954739.

